
Mathematical Foundations of Computer Graphics and Animation
Project 05:  Maya Essentials 2014 Introduction and Chapter 2 Project

Description:
 
Complete the animation exercise in Chapter 2 of the Maya 2014 Essentials Book.   The purpose of this 
exercise is to familiarize yourself with the Maya user interface and the use of Key frames and Graph 
Editor in animation.  

File Name and Location:  

A.  Set the Maya Project Name to “AnimationExercises”.
B.  Save the Scene as “Project 05” in the Project.
 
Requirements:  (75 Points Total)
 
1. Follow the directions on Chapter 2 to Create a Bouncing Ball Animation

2. Organize your file area using the Scene Management technique as illustrated on pages 15 to 18.
(Make sure you save your scenes in the “Project05” folder)

3. Modify the movement with the Graph Editor to create a realistic bounce.

4. Use Squash and Stretch to show realistic movement.

5. Create a save a PlayBlast of your Animation.  This Playblast should be saved to the “Project05” folder.

6. Complete the first two Additional Exercises on Page 34 (5 Points Each)
a. Have the ball bounce across the screen by translating the x key value on first and last frame.
b. Add more frames to the animation and have the ball bounce multiple times.  Each bounce 
should be smaller in amplitude to simulate a real bounce.

7. Add props to the scene and additional bouncing balls. (5 Points Each)
a.  Add a rectangular prism (box) and have a ball bounce from the box to the ground.
b.  Add two walls on opposite sides of the stage and have a ball bounce between the walls in a 
realistic fashion.
c.   Add an additional prop and ball.  Be creative!

Turning in the Project:

A. Upload the Playblast you created in step 5 as a youtube video.
B. Create a sub-page on your Google Site called "Bouncing Ball"
C. Embed the Youtube video of your bouncing ball on your Google Site Page "Bouncing Ball"


